
YOUR TEAM
CANVAS

live painting entertainment

Emma J Read - Artist and Founder
@makeyourmarkevents @cedarsyard 



CREATIVE, CONVERSATIONAL, FUN
SENTIMENTAL & TOTALLY UNIQUE

What is a Your Team Canvas and how does it
work?

Your Team Canvas is built around the idea that
everyone can contribute to a collaborative
painting that is supported by a professional
artist. 

This is achieved by having a design and colour
palette, a taped up canvas for guests to easily
contribute on an area they feel comfortable
with, support and guidance from an artist on
the day and finally editing and enchancement
to give you a finished piece you’ll be proud to
hang.

Unique in 
the UK 

maybe the
world
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1.THE DESIGN

The painting inspiration is completely up to you. It
could be a inspired by your business, an event, a
product, branding, an ethos or something you love!
We look at imagery and styles together and I then
put together a design and colour palette just for you.
You get to approve this before the day.

Canvas size - we have options from smaller pieces -
ie 80x80cm to large 122x150cm or bigger. We can
also do multiple canvases.

2. THE DAY 
I invite all young and old to work together to make
something truly unique. I can offer support and tips if
your guests wish and am always on hand to manage
the painting. Ultimately I manage the paint and
painting on the day to achieve a desired outcome. 

3. THE FINISHING TOUCHES
Once the event is over I take back the painting to my
studio to edit and enhance. 

4. THE DELIVERY
Soon you'll have your painting ready to be admired
and be a reminder of the day. 

“LIfe is a great big canvas, throw all the paint on it you can” - Danny Kaye





CASE STUDIES
LCP summer soiree
Kensington Gardens Serpentine
Gallery

LCP held a gorgeous summer event in the gardens of the
Serpentine gallery. Music, canopies and painting! 

The team at LCP worked with their associates to paint a
canvas together that was built around their brand
values. 

In the design process I liased with their brand team and
looked at imagery they used in their comms and their
brand colours. 

The painting was hand delivered to their central London
office to hang in their associates lounge

Visit Staines
Coronation celebration -
Staines-Upon-Thames High St

We were invited by the team at Visit Staines to paint a
canvas on Staines high st. During the coronation
weekend we asked the public to join us and paint their
little bit of history on a painting that celebrated the
King. 

Lots of the public of all ages got involved and
contributed to this painting of celebration. 
It will proudly hang on public display in Staines town
centre.  



Price guide below covers a 30 mile trip to deliver and venues that are within a 70 mile radius from
my studio. GU33 6BW. 

I am happy to travel to any venue but this will be reflected in the price. I will sometimes need to
include cost of an overnight stay. You are always welcome to collect from my studio to reduce the
price.

Each package can have add-ons (ie photobook, premium canvases, framing, extra hours) without
opting for the full upgrade. 

I offer a 3% discount for Mon-Wed events (excluding bank holidays) and for venues and delivery
within 10 miles from my studio. 

Your price is secured when you pay the save the date deposit. Prior to the receipt of that the prices
are liable to change. 

London venues and deliveries will have surcharges

I have public liability insurance at 10 million.

contact me to get a 
bespoke quote

hello@makeyourmarkevents.co.uk

Emma x 

PRICE GUIDE - these prices are a guide - each
case is treated individually



EXTRAS
Expressive Session

Fancy adding a bit more expression to your piece and day then why
not get together a few of your party for an expressive session. 

Get on your white boiler suit and splatter and use different tools for
markmaking. 

*availability depends on venue,canvas design,weather and time

Add ons

Extra canvases - from £100
Larger canvases - from £30
extra hours - £50 per hour

photo book with presentation box - £65
Framing - price on request



FULL DAY SESSION - price available upon quote



AWARDS
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Best UK Entertainment



REVIEWS read more 5 star reviews at hitched.co.uk



Does anyone else offer this event?

In all honesty as far as I'm aware - No. And I've looked, asked industry experts and
always been told it is totally original. Definitely within the UK - possibly the world.  

What tools do you provide to paint with?

I use professional acrylic paints, a range of brushes and palette knives

Do you provide tuition? 

As and when its needed, even if I do I give guidance I like to encourage the guests
to self discover. I want it too be joyful , not a lesson in right or wrong. If we are
trying to achieve a desired effect with your painting I will guide in that direction.

Has any venue ever said no? 

No, some venues want to see public liability which is available upon request. I am
also able to provide risk assessments etc for venues.

Can children paint? 

Yes - children are welcome to join is as long as they are supervised by an adult at
the canvas. I provide aprons if you wish but 'm not there to look after them directly. 

FAQ'S WITH EMMA



OWNER & LEAD ARTIST

EMMA J READ
hello@makeyourmarkevents.co.uk

CONTACT ME

@harri_bentley_photography for @rocknrollbridemagazinet


